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5

Abstract6

Alot of species of ants have a trail-laying/trailfollowing behavior when foraging. While7

moving, individual ants deposit on the ground a volatile chemical substance called pheromone,8

forming in this way pheromone trails. Ants can smell pheromone and, when choosing their9

way, they tend to choose, in probability, the paths marked by stronger pheromone10

concentrations. In this way they create a sort of attractive potential field, the pheromone11

trails allows the ants to find their way back to food sources (or to the nest). Also, they can be12

used by other ants to find the location of the food sources discovered by their nest mates.13
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Pawandeep Chahal I.17
Ant System lot of species of ants have a trail-laying/trailfollowing behavior when foraging. While moving,18

individual ants deposit on the ground a volatile chemical substance called pheromone, forming in this way19
pheromone trails. Ants can smell pheromone and, when choosing their way, they tend to choose, in probability,20
the paths marked by stronger pheromone concentrations. In this way they create a sort of attractive potential21
field, the pheromone trails allows the ants to find their way back to food sources (or to the nest). Also, they22
can be used by other ants to find the location of the food sources discovered by their nest mates. a) Binary23
bridge experiment with same branch length Let us consider first the binary bridge experiment [20] whose setup24
is shown in Figure 1 (a). The nest of a colony of Argentine ants Linepithema humile and a food source have been25
separated by a diamond-shaped double bridge in which each branch has the same length. Ants are then left free26
to move between the nest and the food source. The percentage of ants which choose one or the other of the two27
branches is observed over time. The result in Figure 1 (b) is that after an initial transitory phase lasting few28
minutes during which some oscillations can appear, ants tend to converge on a same path.29

In this experiment initially there is no pheromone on the two branches, which are therefore selected by the30
ants with the same probability. Nevertheless, after an initial temporary phase, random fluctuations cause a few31
more ants to randomly select one branch, the upper one in the experiment shown in Figure 1 (a). Since ants32
deposit pheromone while walking back and forth the greater number of ants on the upper branch determines33
a greater amount of pheromone on it, which in turn stimulates more ants to choose it, and so on in a circular34
way. [20] To describe this convergent behavior of the ants, the experiment has proposed a probabilistic model35
which closely matches the experimental observations. It is assumed that the amount of pheromone on a branch36
is proportional to the number of ants which have been using the branch in the past. This assumption implies37
that the pheromone trail is persistent, that is, pheromone trail does not evaporate. Given that an experiment38
typically lasts approximately one hour, it is plausible to assume that the amount of pheromone evaporated in39
this time period is negligible. For longer durations, pheromone evaporation must be taken into account. In the40
model, the probability of choosing a branch at a certain time depends on the total amount of pheromone on the41
branch, which, in turn, is proportional to the number of ants which have used the branch until that moment.42
More precisely, let U m and L m be the numbers of ants which have used the upper and lower branch after a43
total of m ants have crossed the bridge, U m + L m = m. The probability P U (m) with which the (m + 1)th44
ant chooses the upper branch is?? ?? (??) = (?? ?? +??) ? (?? ?? +??) ? +(?? ?? +??) ? (2.1)45
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4 ROBUSTNESS AND ADAPTIVITY

While the probability P L (m) that the ant chooses the lower branch isA ?? ?? (??) = 1 ? ?? ?? (??) (2.2)46
This functional form for the probability of choosing a branch over the other was obtained from experiments on47

trail following [62]; the parameters h and k allow to fit the model to experimental data. The dynamics regulating48
the ant choices follows from the above equation:? ?? ?? + 1 = ?? ?? + 1, ???? ð�??”ð�??” ? ?? ?? ?? ?? + 1 =49
?? ?? , ?????????????????(2.3)50

Where ? is a random variable uniformly distributed over the interval [0,1]. Monte Carlo simulations were run51
to test the correspondence between this model and the real data: results of simulations were in agreement with52
the experiments with real ants when parameters were set to k?20 and h?2 [62].53

2 b) Binary bridge experiment with different branch length54

The previous experiment shows how the presence of pheromone affects in general the ant decisions and constrains55
the foraging behavior of the colony as a whole. If the branches of the bridges are of different length, then the56
pheromone field can lead the majority of the ants in the colony to select the shortest between the two available57
paths. In this case, the first ants able to arrive at the food source are those that traveled following the shortest58
branch (as in Figure 2.2). Accordingly, the pheromone that these same ants have laid on the shortest branch59
while moving forward towards the food source makes this branch marked by more pheromone than the longest60
one. The higher levels of pheromone present on the shortest branch stimulate these same ants to probabilistically61
choose again the shortest branch when moving backward to their nest. This recursive behavior can be thoroughly62
described as an autocatalytic effect because the very fact of choosing a path increases its probability of being63
chosen again in the near future.64

During the backward journey, additional pheromone is released on the shortest path. In this way, pheromone65
is laid on the shortest branch at a higher rate than on the longest branch. This reinforcement of the pheromone66
intensity on the shorter paths is the result of a form of implicit path evaluation: the shorter paths are completed67
earlier than the longer ones, and therefore they receive pheromone reinforcement more quickly. Therefore, for a68
same number of ants choosing either the shortest or the longest branch at the beginning, since the pheromone69
on the shortest branch is accumulated at a higher rate than on the longest one, the choice of the shortest70
branch becomes more and more attractive for the subsequent ants at both the decision points. The experimental71
observation is that, after a transitory phase which can last a few minutes, most of the ants use the shortest branch.72
It is also observed that the colony’s probability of selecting the shortest path increases with the difference in73
length between the long and the short branches. Figure 2.3 shows in a schematic way how the effect of round-74
trip pheromone laying/sensing can easily determine the convergence of all the ants on the shortest between two75
available paths. At time t = 0 two ants leave the nest looking for food. According to the fact that no pheromone76
is present on the terrain at the nest site, the ants select randomly the path to follow. One ant chooses the longest77
and one the shortest path bringing to the food. After one time unit, the ant that chose the shortest path arrives78
at the food reservoir. The other ant is still on its way. The intensity levels of the pheromone deposited on the79
terrain are shown; where the intensity scale on the right says that a darker color The ant already arrived at the80
food site must select the way to go back to the nest. According to the intensity levels of the pheromone near the81
food site, the ant decides to go back by moving along the same path, but in the opposite direction. Additional82
pheromone is therefore deposited on the shortest branch. At t = 2 the ant is back to the nest, while the other83
ant is still moving toward the food along the longest path. At t = 3 another ant moves from the nest looking84
for food. Again, he/she selects the path according to the pheromone levels and, therefore, it is biased toward the85
choice of the shortest path. It is easy to imagine how the process iterates, bringing, in the end, the majority of86
the ants on the shortest path.87

3 II.88

4 Robustness and Adaptivity89

Even if it is not always true that the shortest path behavior will arise, it is often the case that alternative90
non-random, self-organized, global patterns of activity will arise. That is, under reasonable conditions (e.g.,91
environmental conditions are not such that pheromone evaporates faster than the average time necessary for an92
ant to reach the target), some interesting regular patterns can be eventually observed. This fact witnesses the93
overall robustness of the mechanisms at work in ant colonies, as well as the fact that they are able to produce an94
interesting variety of different organized behaviors. These are key properties in real-world environments, which95
require robustness, adaptivity and the ability to provide satisfactory responses to a range of possible different96
situations.97

The general robust collective behavior of ant colonies with respect to variations in the values of the external98
conditions is a key-aspect of their biological success. They, like other classes of social insects, are crystalline99
examples of natural complex adaptive systems that the evolutionary pressure has made sufficiently robust to a100
wide range of external variations.101
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5 III.102

6 Connection-Oriented and Connectionless Protocols103

Protocols can be either connection-oriented or connectionless in nature. In connection-oriented protocols,104
corresponding entities maintain state information about the dialogue they are engaged in. This connection105
state information supports error, sequence and flow control between the corresponding entities. The windowing106
scheme presented earlier is an example of a connection-oriented protocol.107

Error control refers to a combination of error detection (and correction) and acknowledgment sufficient to108
compensate for any unreliability inherent to the channel. Sequence control refers to the ability for each entity to109
reconstruct a received series of messages in the proper order in which they were intended to be received; this is110
essential to being able to transmit large files across dynamically-routed mesh networks. Flow control refers to the111
ability for both parties in a dialogue to avoid overrunning their peer with too many messages. Connection-oriented112
protocols operate in three phases. The first phase is the connection setup phase, during which the corresponding113
entities establish the connection and negotiate the parameters defining the connection. The second phase is the114
data transfer phase, during which the corresponding entities exchange messages under the auspices of the( D D115
D D ) G connection.116

Finally, the connection release phase is when the correspondents ”tear down” the connection because it is no117
longer needed.118

Networks may be divided into different types and categories according to four different criteria: a) Geographic119
spread of nodes and hosts When the physical distance between the hosts is within a few kilometers, the network120
is said to be a Local Area Network (LAN). LANs are typically used to connect a set of hosts within the same or121
a set of closely-located buildings). For larger distances, the network is said to be a Metropolitan Area Network122
(MAN) or a Wide Area Network (WAN). MANs cover distances of up to a few hundred kilometers and are used123
form interconnecting hosts spread across a city. WANs are used to connect hosts spread across a country, a124
continent, or the globe. LANs, MANs, and WANs usually coexist: closely-located hosts are connected by LANs125
which can access hosts in other remote LANs via MANs and WANs.126

7 b) Access restrictions127

Most networks are for the private use of the organizations to which they belong; these are called private networks.128
Networks maintained by banks, insurance companies, airlines, hospitals, and most other businesses are of this129
nature. Public networks, on the other hand, are generally accessible to the average user, but may require130
registration and payment of connection fees. Internet is the most-widely known example of a public network.131
Technically, both private and public networks may be of LAN, MAN, or WAN type, although public networks,132
by their size and nature, tend to WANs.133

8 Communication model employed by the nodes134

The communication between the nodes is either based on a point-to-point model or a broadcast model. In the135
point-to-point model, a message follows a specific route across the network in order to get from one node to136
another. In the broadcast model, on the other hand, all nodes share the same communication medium and, as a137
result, a message transmitted by any node can be received by all other nodes. A part of the message (an address)138
indicates for which node the message is intended. All nodes look at this address and ignore the message if it does139
not match their own address.140

9 d) Switching model employed by the nodes141

In the point-to-point model, nodes either employ circuit switching or packet switching. Suppose that a host A142
wishes to communicate with another host B. In circuit switching, a dedicated communication path is allocated143
between A and B, via a set of intermediate nodes. The data is sent along the path as a continuous stream of144
bits. This path is maintained for the duration of communication between A and B, and is then released.145

In packet switching, data is divided into packets (chunks of specific length and characteristics) which are sent146
from A to B via intermediate nodes. Each intermediate node temporarily stores the packet and waits for the147
receiving node to become available to receive it. Because data is sent in packets, it is not necessary to reserve a148
path across the network for the duration of communication between A and B. Different packets can be routed149
differently in order to spread the load between the nodes and improve performance. However, this requires150
packets to carry additional addressing information.151

IV.152

10 Data Communication and Networking153

The major criteria that a Data Communication Network must meet are: i. Performance ii. Consistency iii.154
Reliability, iv.155
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23 XII. CENTRALIZED VERSUS DISTRIBUTED CONTROL

11 Recovery and v. Security156

V.157

12 Performance158

Performance is the defined as the rate of transferring error free data. It is measured by the Response Time.159
Response Time is the elapsed time between the end of an inquiry and the beginning of a response. Request a file160
transfer and start the file transfer. Factors that affect Response Time are: a. Number of Users: More users on161
a network -slower the network will run b. Transmission Speed: speed that data will be transmitted measured in162
bits per second (bps) c. Media Type: Type of physical connection used to connect nodes together d. Hardware163
Type: Slow computers such as XT or fast such as Pentiums e. Software Program: How well is the network164
operating system (NOS) written VI.165

13 Consistency166

Consistency is the predictability of response time and accuracy of data.167
a. Users prefer to have consistent response times, they develop a feel for normal operating conditions. For168

example: if the ”normal” response time is 3 sec. for printing to a Network Printer and a response time of over169
30 sec happens, we know that there is a problem in the system! b. Accuracy of Data determines if the network170
is reliable! If a system loses data, then the users( D D D D ) G 2012 c)171

14 Year172

will not have confidence in the information and will often not use the system.173
VII.174

15 Reliability175

Reliability is the measure of how often a network is useable. MTBF (Mean Time Between Failures) is a measure176
of the average time a component is expected to operate between failures. Normally provided by the manufacturer.177
A network failure can be: hardware, data carrying medium and Network Operating System.178

16 VIII.179

17 Recovery180

Recovery is the Network’s ability to return to a prescribed level of operation after a network failure. This level181
is where the amount of lost data is nonexistent or at a minimum. Recovery is based on having Back-up Files.182

18 IX.183

19 Security184

Security is the protection of Hardware, Software and Data from unauthorized access. Restricted physical access185
to computers, password protection, limiting user privileges and data encryption are common security methods.186
Anti-Virus monitoring programs to defend against computer viruses are a security measure.187

20 X.188

21 Network Hierarchy189

A general world-wide communication network consists of three parts as an access network that offers connectivity190
to residential users, an edge network that combines several access networks (and possibly corporate networks)191
and a core network (or the backbone). Important access networks are the residential telephony network, cable192
TV network, ADSL network and the mobile networks as GSM and Wireless LANs. As core networks, we193
mention the international telephony trunks and the Internet backbone(s). Edge networks lie in between and are194
not clearly defined but only relatively with respect to the access and the core network. The large differences in195
throughput and other quantities demonstrate the need for different network management and underlying physical196
transmission technologies.197

22 XI. Types of Communication Interaction198

In networking, various types of interactions between communicating parties exist.199

23 XII. centralized versus distributed control200

In a centralized approach, a master is appointed among the systems in a network. The master controls each201
interaction in the network of these systems. The other alternative, a distributed control consists in using a policy202
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or protocol of communication (e.g. start speaking as soon as someone else stops, but back-off immediately if a203
third one starts). It is the rule of the protocol that controls distributed interaction.204

24 XIII. Finite state Machine Interaction205

A first type of interaction between the set of systems is that driven by a finite state machine. A finite state206
machine follows and executes rules or actions depending on state of the process. For example, system 2 has just207
spoken, thus, we move to and poll system 3, and so on. The operation of a finite state machine can be visualized208
and described by a graph that relates the processes in the different states. A well known example of such a graph209
is a Petri net. a) Client-server interaction: ”ask-when-needed” or event driven210

Another mode of interaction only operates when an inner state or a process in a system requires information211
from other connected systems. This mode is event driven and called a client-server interaction. For example,212
when clicking on a link at a webpage, there is a short communication with a server that returns the IP address213
of the machine on which the content of the intended page is stored. A client-server interaction is thus a relation214
between processes in which each process can take the initiative to communicate with another process. A particular215
process is not necessary always client or server, but a process is a client or a server with respect to another process216
and their role can change over time. Also a process A can be client in the relation with process B, but it can be217
the server with respect to process C.218

The communication in distributed systems needs to be designed to avoid a ”deadlock” that is the situation in219
which processes are waiting infinitely long for each other. The communication relations between all processes in220
a distributed system can be represented by a graph. Dead-locks can be avoided if that graph is a-cyclic, i.e. the221
graph does not contain cycles. In an acyclic graph or tree, there is only 1 path between each pair of processes.222
Since a client-server interaction asks a question and waits for the reply (using a single path in the process relation223
graph), the client-server concept allows to build a dead-lock free architecture of a distributed system. Large and224
complex distributed systems can be built based on the relatively simple client-server principle.225

25 b) Summary of interaction models226

Client-server interaction forms the basis of most network communications and is fundamental because it helps227
us understand the foundation on which distributed algorithms are built. Usually, there are more clients than228
servers. Typically, a finite state machine is used when there is little interaction or the interaction is simple such229
that the number of possible states in the communication protocol is limited.230

Client-server interaction is more flexible and suited for intense interaction. Although we may argue that231
distributed networking is preferable in terms of scalability and robustness the back side of the medal is that232
distributed networking is more difficult to control and design. For example, distributed routing seems very233
robust and scalable. In nature, ants find their way individually by using a small set of rules. It seems interesting234
to transfer the rules deduced from the behavior of ants to communication networking. Apart from finding the235
minimal set of rules, the demonstration that the ensemble of rules operates correctly for the whole colony of236
packets in the network is difficult. Further, proving optimality or how close distributed networking lies to a237
global optimum is generally difficult.238

XIV.239

26 Communication Modes240

In general, four different communication modes can be distinguished: unicast, multicast, broadcast and any cast.241
Unicast is a communication between two parties (one-to-one) and a typical example is a telephone call. Multicast242
consists of the modes one-tomany and many-to-many with as example a videoconference. Broadcast defined as a243
communication from one user to all users in a network is an extreme case of multicast. The typical example is the244
broadcasting of information for television and radio. Finally, anycast is a communication from one-to-any of a245
group. For example, when information is replicated over many servers, a user wants to download the information246
from an arbitrary server of that group. Most often, the anycast mode will point or route the user’s request to247
that server nearest to the user. The user does not need to know the location or the individual addresses of the248
servers, only the anycast address of the group of servers.249

XV.250

27 Performance Metrics251

In the design of communications networks, the preference of algorithm or implementation A of a network252
functionality above algorithm B depends on various factors. Beside the monetary cost, the most common253
technical factors, called performance metrics, are the computation complexity, the throughput, the blocking,254
the reliability, the security, the memory consumption, and the manageability. In general, the performance255
metrics for a particular algorithm/implementation are not always easy to compute. The precise definitions, the256
analysis, and the computation of performance metrics belong to the domain of performance analysis for which we257
refer to ??an Mieghem (2006). Apart from the precise evaluation of the performance of a particular algorithm/258
implementation, some of the performance metrics are not yet universally and accurately defined. For example, the259
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29 SCALABILITY

reliability or the robustness of a network topology can be evaluated in many different ways. Another frequently260
appearing term as a design metric is the scalability.261

28 XVI.262

29 Scalability263

The term ”scalability” expresses the increase in the complexity to operate, control or manage a network if264
relevant network parameters such as the size or the number of nodes/systems in the network, the traffic load,265
the interaction rate, etc. increase. Whether a property of a network is scalable or not strongly depends on that266
property itself. 1

1

Figure 1: Figure 1 :

2

Figure 2: Figure 2 :
267
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